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Abstract 
Motivated by current applications of the arrowhead matrices of large order, the 
infinite invertible arrowhead matrices are considered. A method based on a simple 
but suitable triangular factorization is proposed for obtaining, in the finite-dimensional 
case, a decomposition of the inverse in 0(n) time. This procedure can be applicable to 
infinite arrowhead matrices factored properly. Some illustrative examples are given. 
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1 Introduction 
There exists a current and increasing interest in the use of the arrowhead matrices of large 
order in the theory of the hub matrices, with applications in networks, wireless commu-
nication, and the world wide web; see [8, ff] and the references therein. The arrowhead 
matrices are also of use in the symmetric eigenvalue problem [13], and some research was 
dedicated to their eigenvalues and eigenvectors; see e.g. [7, 10]. Infinite arrowhead matrices 
arise in physical applications [3, 5]. For details on infinite matrices see e.g. [4, 12]. 
Motivated by the applications, we proposed a simple but fruitful UDL factorization on 
the n x n nonsingular arrowhead matrices that enables us to decompose their inverses as 
diagonal plus a rank-one matrices in 0(ri) time. Such factorization is extended to infinite 
invertible arrowhead matrices UDL factored properly so that associativity of multiplication 
of the matrices involved succeeds. Unlike the existence of many classical inverses associated 
to an infinite invertible matrix [4, 12], in particular for the Hessenberg matrices [1], and 
the tridiagonal matrices [2], we shall see that the classical inverse of an infinite invertible 
arrowhead matrix with an appropriate UDL factorization has a unique decomposition as 
a diagonal plus a rank-one matrix. In addition, we can use the limit of finite matrices for 
studying the infinite arrowhead matrices. 
The material is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basic results about 
inverses of finite arrowhead matrices. We manage a proper UDL triangular factorization for 
such matrices, focusing in the nonsingular ones. The case of arrowhead matrices with an only 
zero on their main diagonal is also considered. In Section 3 we study the factorization and 
inversion of infinite arrowhead matrices. Throughout the text the results are illustrated with 
appropriate examples. Section 4 is devoted to outline some applications of the arrowhead 
matrices. Bixon-Jortner's matrix illustrates such applications. 
2 Finite arrowhead matrices 
An n x n real or complex matrix A is called arrowhead if it is of the form 
A = 
f bo 
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(1) 
in short A = {a¿, 6¿, c¿}„. If A has the zero entries a¿ = 0, i = 1,2.. . , n — 1, it is called 
an upper triangular arrowhead matrix. Alternatively, if A has the zero entries a = 0, i = 
1, 2 . . . , n — 1, then A is called a lower triangular arrowhead matrix. Triangular arrowhead 
matrices have interesting properties: If A, B are nxn upper triangular arrowhead matrices 
over IK, a real or complex field, and A G K , then A+B, XA and AB are also upper triangular 
arrowhead matrices. If A is a nonsingular upper triangular arrowhead matrix, its matrix 
inverse A~l = (dij)™j=1 is also arrowhead and upper triangular. Its entries are given by 
1/bi, if i = j , 
-Ci/bi, ifi = l^j, 
0, otherwise. 
The same properties are verified for lower triangular arrowhead matrices. A triangular 
arrowhead matrix is nonsingular if its determinant is nonzero, 
US) 1 bi + 0. The proofs of 
these sentences are trivial. 
Expanding successively by its first row or column the determinant of A, \A\, a nonsin-
gular arrowhead matrix as given in (1), with bj / 0, j = 1,2,..., n — 1, we obtain, 
dij — 
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Theorem 1. Every nonsingular arrowhead matrix A 
1,2,..., n — 1, has a UDL factorization of the form 
A = UDL = 
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where the entry u is nonzero, 
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(4) 
i = l 
Proof. Considering the value of u, the product of those matrices is trivially A. The proof 
for uniqueness is simple: if U', D' and L' are matrices as in the establishment and U'D'L' = 
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Therefore for ¿ = 1,2,..., n — 1, we have d¿ = 6¿, «¿ = c¿/6¿, ¿¿ = a¿/6¿. Since A is nonsingular, 
TO—1 TO—1 
do = ¿o - Y^ diliili = b° ~ Y njf ^ d0 = u / 0. 
Thus the proposed triangular factorization is unique. D 
The matrices U, D, and L, are invertible and the matrix inverse A can be factored 
trivially, 
Corollary 1. The inverse A 1 of a nonsingular arrowhead matrix A = {a¿, í>¿, c¿}„ satisfy-
ing Theorem 1 has a triangular factorization of the form, A~l = L~lD~lU~l = 
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(5) 
Taking the matrix product (5), we obtain a decomposition of A l with complexity 
0(n), 
Corollary 2. T/ie inverse A~l of a nonsingular arrowhead matrix A = {a¿,6i,c¿}n satis-
fying Theorem 1, can he decomposed in 0{n) time as a determined diagonal plus rank-one 
matrix, 
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Example 1. Given the arrowhead matrix 
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we obtain readily u = — 1. TTie Í7-DL factorization of A is trivial. Also for A-1 = 
L~lD~lU~l. The diagonal plus rank-one matrix decomposition of A~l is 
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2.1 Nonsingular arrowhead matrices wi th a zero diagonal entry 
If an arrowhead matrix has two zeros at least on its main diagonal, it cannot be inverted 
because (2) is not true. However, an arrowhead matrix with solely a zero entry on its 
main diagonal, e.g. entry [j,j], and a,j / 0, Cj / 0, can be inverted, but its inverse cannot 
be decomposed as in (5) and (6). Nevertheless, the inversion of such class of nonsingular 
arrowhead matrices is well-known and simple. 
Proposition 1. Let A = {üi,bi,Ci}n be an n x n nonsingular arrowhead matrix with one 
and only one zero entry, bj = 0, j / 0, on its main diagonal, 
A = 
f b0 ci c2 ••• 
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Its inverse A 1 is given by 
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where the entry dj is 
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Proof. Taking the product, AA 1 = A 1A = In, the identity matrix of order n. D 
3 A UDL factorization for infinite arrowhead matrices 
Given an infinite matrix of complex numbers A = (a¿j)f^=1, the matrix B = (6y)f?=1 is a 
classical inverse, or two-sided inverse, of A if both A and B satisfy AB = BA = I. It is 
well known that an infinite matrix can have not classical inverse. Also, an infinite invertible 
matrix can have two classical inverses [12, 1, 2], and then infinite many classical inverses, 
because if B' and B" are classical inverses of A, then aB' + (1 — a)B" is also a classical 
inverse of A, for every a e C . 
The infinite arrowhead matrices are of the form 
A = 
1 bo 
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and they are denoted as A = {a¿, í>¿, c¿}. We also assume í>¿ / 0, i e Z+. 
Theorem 2. Xei A = {a¿,6¿,c¿} 6e an infinite invertible arrowhead matrix, and u = bo 
and Y^ 9YÍ is a nonzero complex number. Assume the sequences (a¿), (c¿), 
belong to C°°, the space of the complex square summable sequences. The matrix A can be 
UDL factored in the form 
A = 
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Proof. Taking the matrix product UDL, we have 
/ , , I " l C l I «2C2 1 " 3 C 3 1 
U
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but entry [1,1] is u + Yl ^^ = bo- Therefore, the matrix product is UDL = A. D 
Corollary 3. Let A = {üi,bi,Ci} be an infinite invertible arrowhead matrix under the as-
sumptions of Theorem 2. Its classical inverse A~l is factored in the form A~l = L~lD~lU~l, 
( 1 
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Such a factorization for A 1 is unique. 
Proof. The product of these matrices is associative, AA~l = (UDL)(L~lD~lU~l) = I, and 
A~lA = (L-lD-lU~l)(UDL) = I, then A~l has a unique L~lD-lU~l factorization. D 
Uniqueness of the classical inverse A~l is an interesting question because other infinite 
matrices has infinite many classical inverses, as Hessenberg, tridiagonal and pentadiagonal 
matrices. The class of infinite invertible arrowhead matrices UDL factored properly is 
analogous to the class of infinite invertible triangular matrices or diagonal matrices having 
a unique classical inverse. 
Taking the product L~lD~lU~l, we obtain a decomposition for the inverses of arrow-
head matrices analogous to the finite-dimensional case. 
Corollary 4. Let A = {üi,bi,Ci} be an infinite invertible arrowhead matrix under the 
assumptions of Theorem 2. Its classical inverse A~l can be decomposed as a diagonal plus 
a rank-one matrix of the form 
/° 
A~l = 
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Example 2. Given the infinite arrowhead matrix 
A = 
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with the value for u = \ — \_, OiCi 
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The UDL factorization for A and the L XD 1U 1 factorization for A 1 are straightforward. 
The decomposition for A~l of Corollary 4 is 
A~l = 
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3.1 Infinite invertible arrowhead matrices wi th a zero diagonal entry 
For an infinite invertible arrowhead matrix with one and only one zero entry on its main 
diagonal, the lack of the triangular factorization (8) and the representation of its classical 
inverse is completely analogous to the finite case given in Proposition 1. For such class of 
infinite arrowhead matrices, nothing is said about uniqueness of their classical inverses. 
Example 3. The infinite invertible arrowhead matrix 
has a classical inverse 
/o 
A~L = 
1 
V 
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-2 da 
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16 
with the entry ds = K^- = \A\ 
-131 
64 ' 
4 Some applications of the arrowhead matrices 
Some interesting applications of the finite arrowhead matrices are outlined. The arrowhead 
matrices appear in the modeling of the properties of wireless communication and some 
network systems. The capacity of such systems are related and determined by the eigen-
structure of an arrowhead matrix A = BTB; where B is a hub matrix. The hub matrix B 
/ I 
1 
1 
1 
V 
1 
0 
i 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
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íb 2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
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A 
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can also represent hyperlinks of a web page ranking, or a channel matrix, e.g. the trivial 
matrix pair 
0\ 
1 
B = 1 1  0 , and A = 
0 
V 
where B is a hub matrix, and A = BTB is its associated arrowhead matrix. A hub matrix 
theory has been proposed in [8, 11], with applications to multiple-input and multiple-ouput 
(MIMO) communications systems. The results given here enable us to consider the arrow-
head matrices in potential applications on infinite-dimensional networks and systems. 
The arrowhead matrices have been also applied on some problems of modern physics. 
We shall illustrate with an infinite eigenvalue problem in intramolecular radiationless tran-
sitions [3]. The arrowhead matrices also appear in the study of localized vibrational modes 
in Fermi liquids [5], and in engineering realizations of spin chains for efficient state transfers 
in quantum information devices [9]. 
4.1 The Bixon-Jortner matrix 
The arrowhead matrices appear in mathematical physics by the use of a self-adjoint operator 
(observable) T defined from an arrowhead matrix, the Bixon-Jortner matrix A; see [3], 
Equation (12). It is applied on the solution of the eigenvalue problem, H^n = T^n = En^n 
of the energy levels of the wavefunctions ^n of vibronic states of two electronic states from 
a particular molecule. Such wavefunctions were expressed as tyn = S,nips + J^k^k^k, linear 
combinations of vibronic states {ip} in the so-called adiabatic approximation, with energy 
levels uniformly spaced. The value k = 0 is given for the nearest state from below to ips; 
see [3] for approximation details and notation. Using its matrix representation, 
T*„ = E„ 
DE 
= En^n, with DE = dvdg(Es — a, Es — a ± he) 
with k € Z + , a = Es — Eo, the sequence v = (t>¿) (t>¿ = < Tipi,ips > / 0 of vibronic 
coupling matrix elements, and e the constant energy gap between two consecutive levels of 
the vibronic states. The arrowhead operator T is unbounded because \ES — a ± ke\ is not 
bounded when k increases. Condition u = Es — VQ/EQ — YlkLi vt/(Eo ± fee) / 0 is assumed. 
For regular values E*n1 the resolvent (T — E^I)-1 is 
(T - E*jyl = diag(0, D~l_E*) + - < ;x0 > x0, with x0 = (l - (r>E-E*v) en. 
Since (T—E*nI) l = diag(0, DEl_E, )+F\ is a sum of two self-adjoint compact operators, 
one diagonal and F\ a finite-rank operator, such resolvent (as well as T~l) are self-adjoint 
compact operators. Since T is compact, we can establish some basic properties, with 
£ € C so that | | :CEJ| = 1. It is a particular case of Theorem 6.1 from [6]. 
Corollary 5. Let T be an unbounded self-adjoint arrowhead operator densely defined (from 
Bixon-Jortner's matrix) in V(T) c %, an adequate infinite Hilbert space. The following 
statements hold: 
a) T is simple and has infinitely many countable simple eigenpairs {En,XEn}- The set 
{XEU} is a total orthonormal set (basis) of % and limn_).00 \En\ = oo. The space 
Span(xEn) is the one-dimensional eigenspace associated with En, n = 1, 2, 
b) V(T) = {X en •Y,n\En?\ < X,XEn > | 2 < 0 0 } . 
C) Tx = Y,nEn < X, XEn > XE„, X G V(T). 
Between two nearer entries of the diagonal of DE there is one and only one eigenvalue 
of T, and Cauchy's interlacing property for the eigenvalues also holds. 
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